


CARB Group, an Engineering Contracting 
Organization managed by dedicated team of 
professionals at various disciplines engaged in 
the service of core sector of industries in 
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.  It was incepted in 
the year 2002 with an aim and dream of 
delivering extremely qualified services.

WWe have a diverse set of interest in the field of 
administrative manpower recruiting and supply 
services, instrumentation, electrical and 
industial hardware material trading services, 
Equipment rentals, finishing and building 
renovation services for hydraulic hose and water 
pipes, as as well as heavy ang light vehicle 
showroom. showroom. 

Our Mission

Our mission is to deliver our services in an 
environment friendly manner ensuring the 
complete customer satisfaction with continuous 
improvements.  

Our Vision

WWe aim to be a single point of our clients to 
enable them to meet their entire industrial or 
business requirements. 



CARB understands the exponential growth of the Industrial Sector in the Kingdom.  And with that 
growth, comes with ever growing demands not only for technical services but also administrative 
functions.  CARB has the capability to support these needs with our team of highly qualified and 
well experienced staff from the Philippines.  We aim to be our Clients’ focal and one stop point for 
this specific service, as CARB’s aim to contribute significantly to our Clients’ businesses in this 
particular category.

POSITIONS OFFERED:

1. Secretarial Position1. Secretarial Position                    5. IT Professionals
2. Document Controller                   6.  Safety Officers
3. QA /QC Document Controller             7.  Accountants
4. Planning Assistants                    8.  Office Boy/Tea Boy            



CARB’s Operation and Maintenance services include providing adquate resources in the form of 
manpower and service contracts to ensure smooth operations of manufacturing plants, and other 
commercial, industrial, and institutional buildings.  We assure that our resources are certified by 
authorized agencies in order to be fully utilized for specific scope of work and requirements.

SERVICES OFFERED:

1.  Instrument Technicians                 6.  Riggers
2.  Scaffolding Supervisors                 7.  Pipe Fitters
3. 3.  Welders                           8.  Carpenter
4.  Fabricators                         9.  Mason
5.  Millwrights                         10.  Labourer



Our transport section provides tailored solutions and plans by analyzing the specific requirement of our Clients’ 
projects and operations.  CARB continues to be a reliable transport service provider to our Clients’ logistics, 
warehousing and distribution, as well as to their pick & drop needs.  We assure our Clients an efficient transport 
system as this is highly significant for their projects’ timely execution, most especially in handling high volume 
projects with large number of manpower required to be mobilized.  Our fleet includes:

VEHICLES AVAILABLES:

1.  Cars /Sedan                          6.  Water Tanker 
2.  Pick Up2.  Pick Up                            7.  Diesel Tanker
3.  Mini Bus 15 Seaters                     8.  Man Lifts
4.  Coaster 30 Seaters                      9.  Fork Lifts
5.  Boom Trucks                         

WE ALSO HAVE ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES:

1.  Trash Bin Removals
2.  Vacuum Trucks
3. 3.  Water Supply



CARB Trading Establishment is a major step forward with a vision to reach out to the 
procurement need wuthin the Kingdom.  Our material specialization ranges but not limited 
to constrcution, mechanical, electrical, instrumentation, safety tools, and other industrial 
related items.  CARB ensure that the materials being supplied meet the technical standards 
in order to comply with the specific requirements of our major Clients including Saudi 
Aramco and SABIC.  CARB maintains the high quality level of this service by continuously 
updating our knowledge with the latest innovations, as well as being constantly updated 
with the technological advancement of our lawith the technological advancement of our large network of suppliers.  An expert 
multinational procurement team, extensive market accessibility, and a well established 
trading relationship with internationally certified manufacturers, makes CARB as a highly 
reliable and competent partner for our Clients’ purchasing activities for the broad spectrum 
of their project requirements.





P.O. Box 35386, Jubail Industrial City - 31961
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

Tel:  +966 3 361 2277 - Fax:  (013) 361 6611
marketing@carbgroup.com
Website:  www.carbgroup.com

MA’ADEN VENDOR # 13857

MARAFIQ VENDOR # 2000007497

SABIC VENDOR # 507628

ARAMCO VENDOR # 10054271


